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SUMMARY
Condition monitoring ine.lhods lor rolling element bearings, which utilize the high

frequency ýibrations generated bl' bearing damiage, hare been investigated a~id compared
experitnenially. Kurt-osis value~,s, sjA'ctra of v-ibration sign-al envelopes and pulsve measvure-

ment methods provided ej/i'ctive -detection of early'damage, but kurtosis in particular
was not' effctive in evaluating e.vtcnsive damtage, where a combination of methods is

required.

Comparison of di/jrent acceleromneter itvpes used as v'ibration vensors gave yen', similar
results, but an acoustic emission transýducer provided indications of incipient damage signi-
Jicantly earlier than the ac~cleromý!ters.

Tests were conducted under reasonably./javourable conditions of measurement So
further testing under less favourable cotiditions is proposed, and the efji'ct of such con-

ditions~ is briefly considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

"To obtain the greatest effectiveness in the operation of complex machines and mechanical
systems, on-condition maintenance strategies are being widely employed to minimise operating
and overhaul costs, without adversely affecting reliability and availability. Access to, and'use of
effective methods for monitoring the condition of these systems and their component parts are
essential prerequisites to the adoption of on-condition maintenance, and developments in con-
dition monitoring techniques are currently of considerable interest, especially in areas where
machine availabiiity is vital. Service equipment, such as helicopter transmissions and turbine
engines, is one important area where monitoring methods are being sought in order to detect
performance deterioration, damage or incipient failure, and if possible to diagnose the source
of the problem and predict its sequence of development.

Data sources for condition monitoring incluue direct physical inspection (provided the
machine can be shut down periodically for this purpose), non-destructive material inspection
techniques, examination of lubricating oil and oil borne wear debris, and the analysis of dynamic
values of various parameters generated while the machine is in operation. Of the latter, the
most commonly used parameter is machine vibration, although noise, shaft torque and other
parameters can be used when they provide significant data., Analysis methods for dynamic signals,
such as vibration, aim to derive the maximum condition information from the available data,
and methods to enhance the usefulness of this information are constantly sought.

Vibration analysis has been extensively used for evaluating the condition of gear trans-
missions since distinct, discrete meshing frequencies can be identified; spectrum analysis using
the Fourier Transform analyser has virtually become a standard technique for this purpose.
Rolling element bearings are equally vital machine components, but the vibrations generated
by both sound and damaged bearings are much more complex and discrete, frequencies ara not
so readily, identified and distinguished. This paper examines some of the vibration analysis
techniques particularly applicable to the monitoring of rolling element bearings, and describes
th, findings of some supporting experimental investigations.

2. SOURCES OF VIBRATION IN ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS

Under normal operating conditions rolling element bearings always generate some degree
of vibration and noise, albeit at very low level for a properly installed bearing in good con-
dition. Sources of vibration include imperfect rolling r-otion' during rotation, acoustic emission,
and external vibration tran~smitted via the bearings.

S2.I mperfect Rolling Modem

Motion which is not perfectly regular is the major source of bearing vibration. Causes of
irregularity can be classified into areas of manufacture, application and operation, and
deterioration in service.

2.1.1 Mamifacturing Faults

"* Departures from perfect geometry are the main items in this category. These include out of
roundness of inner or oute race, lack of sphericity of balls, and unequal ball diameters. A
possible secondary cause is lack of uniformity of bearing materials; e.g. varying local modulus
due to inclusions etc.



2.1.2 Faulty Application, Installation or Operation

Some faults in this classification result directly in imperfect rolling motion; others have

obvious mechanical effects. The former category includes assembly misalignment and race

distortion, as well as brinelling of the bearing races (caused, by overloading or impact either

during assembly or operation). Looseness or similar faults produce direct mechanical impact

effects.

Poor or inadequate lubrication can lead to friction and sticking with irregular motion or

vibration. At the highly stressed Hertzian contact area, if there is no separating layer or lubricant,

the contacting surfaces will weld together and then be broken or sheared apart. Since the contact

area is very small only a trace of lubricant is required but this trace is essential (the main purpose

"of greater oil supply is to remove heat from the bearing, preventing deterioration of compon'ents

". due to overheating). Wear particles or other minute debris in the oil produce vibration effects

"- similar to defective lubrication, since very small particles can penetrate the lubricant: film,

effectively resulting in metal to metal contact.

2.1.3 Deterioration of Bearing Components in Service

Continued repetitive loading of a bearing will iead to surface fatigue, manifested as pitting,

"spalling or flaking of races, balls or rollers. Other progressive surface damage mechanisms

include corrosion,'fretting, abrasive wear (due to contaminants in the oil or some other external

source), and other wear mechanisms associated with defective lubrication. All these faults can

be regarded as departures from ideal rolling geometry and, depending on whether they occur

in the inner race, outer race, ball or rol!er, generate vibration with the same characteristic

periodicities, or repetition frequm.'cies, as geometric irregular~ities.

Early detection and evaluation of this progressive type of damage. 'which if continued

leads to total bearing failure, is the prime reason for monitoring bearing vibration.

2.2 Other Vibration Sources

2.2.1 Acoustic Emission

Acoustic emission is generated by very small scale plastic deformation or crack propagation

in high stress regions. Slip, dislocation movements, or fracture release energy manifested as a

propagating stress wave. In rolling bearings, the high stress levels are found in Hertzian stress

regions just below the contacting surfaces bet,,ecn ball and race. Significant acoustic emission

levels thus provide an indication of sub-iurface fatigue crack growth, likely to'be followed soon

after by surface failure such as pitting or spalling.

2.2.2 External Vibration

Measurements of bearing vibration aie complicated because part of the signal detected

may be generated elseN here idi the machine. It is often diflicult to distinguish the external sources

from intrinsic bearing vibration, especially as the bearings form the transmission path between

.[ vibrations originating on the rotating assembly and the stationary bearing'housing or machipe

. . casing whei'e sensors are located. Furthermore; both external and intrinsi: sources miy excite

"resonances of races characteristic purely of the bearing,, making their discrimination virtually

impossible.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF VIBRATION OF lDAMAGEDI-BEARINGS

The various types of surface damage in hearinigs. associated with deterioration proctssci

result in geometric changes in the surf•mce f'orm or topology of the bearing elements. Manufac-

turing errors result in similar departures from true geometric shape: the major difference between

such errors and damage being one of scale. Initially at least; surface damage due to fatigue and

similar processes is at a local, almost microscopic, scale: for example A typical initial size of the

- fatigue pit is about 0 2 mm. Damage caused by corrosion or fretting covers a larger area, but

local surface roughness remains of small size.

2



The nature of surface irregularities produced by damage governs the mechanism and

characteristics of vibration generated by thesc featurcs. The smai' size of the irregularities means
that contawl between rolling element and irregularity is of very short duration; effectively it
is in impact, action. A simple model of this contact action first given in [1] clarifies the significant
parameters.

3.1 Impact Action

Fig. 3.1 shows a ball which is assumed to roll into a defect with instantaneous rotation
centre fixed at A, until it impacts the far side of the defect at B with velocity u.. If the ball rolls
without slip on the inner race at C, then for a small defect size x,

= x dix

Us =V 2 dB'

where

ti = velocity at point C

wi = rotational velocity of inner race

di = inner race diameter

dB = ball diameter.

Ul The energy transferred to the outer race at impact point B is proportional to the square of
the velocity. Hence,

X2 d1
2

"U12= W2 x- (3.1)4 dB2

The response of the impacted bearing race, as measured by stress, particle motion (e.g.
acceleration) or other parameter, is proportional to the energy at impact. Equation (3.1) shows
that the parameters governing this response include the defect size, bearing geometry and speed.
Bearing load does not directly affect. the response, provided that the ball/defect contact con-
ditions shown in Fig. 3.1 are maintained, i.e. the ball must fully engage the defect. Under some

"-" conditions, such as light load, full contact between ball and track may not be maintained, pre-
venting full engagement of the defect, and the impulse response will then be reduced.

A measure of impact duratidn is the total time in which the ball is in contact with the impact
point B. During this phase it is assumed that the ball rolls out of the defect with fixed centre of
rotation B, so to clear the defect the ball centre P. having velocity vp, must roll a distance xp along
the pitch circle dp (see Fig. 3. 1).

2 4
* rd

*XP= -j

"The time of contact ta is:

xP xdp 4
, I? 2do ,d4

"or, since

42 d4dt approx.

"ta = (3.2)
"widp

For typical rolling bearing applications in engines and transmissions tR is of the order of
tens of microseconds, e.g. for the bearing tests described in this report with a defect size
x = 0.2 mm, ta = 15 micioseconds. The actual rise-time of the impact will be a small fraction
of the total time of contact, and consequently stress wave frequencies excited by, the impact can
extend into the megahertz region.

Ii3
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FIG 3.1 BALL CONTACT WITH DEFECT
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13.2 Stress Wave Propagation and Response

When a rolling element contacts a defect it produces an impact which transfers energy into
the bearing race. This impact energy, in the form cf a stress wave, propagates outwards from
the impact point at sonic velocity. When the stress wage reaches the interface between the
bearing race and another component, the major part of the incident energy is reflected back
into the bearing race and a small proportion is transmitted through the interface into the adjacent
component. Damped r:sonan, cscillations of the bearing race and adjacent component, and
other components in the transmission path, are set up by multiple reflections of the propagating

wav'e.
The short impact duration and resulting brief rise-time of the stress wave frort means that

a wide range of natural modes and frequencies can be excited in t'e bearing race. The simpler
modes of the race are most readily excited, and because the race compoients are physically
small, corresponding natural frequencies are high relative to general machine resonances.,

The transmitted signal is attenuatel as it passes through each interface, especially at high
*. frequencies (50 kHz or greater) where the attenuation becomes severe. High frequency attenuation

vaties a great deal with details of design, fitting of components and installation practices. One
reason for this is that at an interface contact is made at only a few engaging asperities and the
true contact area is only a small fraction of the apparent area. Elsewhere the components are
separated, and at high frequencies the separation distance can exceed the vibration amplitude,
;o that most of the surfaces do not make contact. T.ie constraint applied by the contact depends
on a fortuitous combination of factors. including surface finish, accuracy and tightness of fit,
presence of grease or lubricant (which can act as a couplant transmitting pressure waves between
surfaces), so that the transmissibility is not readily predictable.

The foregoing discussion has referred to stress waves generated by the impulhe action of a
"rolling element contacting a defect. It applies equally when acoustic emission mechanisms
"produce stress waves. As previously discussed, propagating fatigue cracks can generate acoustic
emission, and since the motions involved are very small with correspondingly short durations,
frequencies produced ;an extend into the megahertz range, albeit at low signal level. The low
amplitude means that attenuation in the transmission path is a highly important consideration,
and satisfactory measurement of acoustic emission requires that the transducer be located in a
position with a favourable transmission path from tCe bearing.

3.3 Contact Frequencies and Load Modulation

So far, phenomena following an impact when a single ball or roller contacts a defect have

" been desribed. In an operating bearing a series of impacts occurs as successive balls contact the
defect, generating a sequence of damped oscillation bursts superimposed on a random vibration
"background as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The repetition fiequency of the impacts and associated

oscillation bursts depend on whether the defect is in the outer or inner race, or ball. If it is assumed
that the balls roll without slip, repetition frequencies can be predicted theoretically [21 from the

TABLE I

Contact Frequmdes is Ball W, Roiler Berinp

ft frequency of rotation cf inner race
Other notation as in Fig. 5.2

Outer rqc~e defect N (i -:Cos a

':::.,. Inner ruce defect Nf d.Hos( :
B t all or roller defect .i t.2
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foirmulae given in Table I (slip modifies the predicted values). Manufa,turing irregularities

and faults such as lobing or ovality, can produce additional freguencies with interaction effects

leading to numnerous possible sum and difference frequencies as described in [3].

If the orientation of the load on the bearing remains fixed relative to the defect, successive

pulse bursts are of roughly equal amp itude, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). However, if the load

orientation rotates -elative to the defect, the impact amplitude is reduced in the unloaded regicn,
so successive pulse amplitudes are modulated as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). A similar effect occurs
in the less common event of a ball or roller defect, although the resulting modulation pattern is

more complicated.

4. VIBRATION ANALVSIS METHODS FOR BEARING MONITORING

4.1 Condiions of Measurement

The most effective vibration analysis methods for rolling element bearings are those which
ufilise the particular cnaraceristics of bearing vibration. Selection of such methods is of greatest
impo'rtance when measurements must be performed under unfavourable conditions. Ray [41
states that for favourable conditions of measurement:

(i) The machine mu:;t not have any source of impulsive vibration other than bearings.

(ii) Bearing speed and load must be of sufficient magnitude to generate impulses.

(iii) There should be a direct transmission path from the bearing to the transducer mounting,
with only one interface between bearing race and mounting face on the casing, and
the mounting should be reasonably central relative to the bearing load zone.

Favourable conditior- may be realized on simple machines such as pedestal bearings and
pumps. Most complex machines however lack favourable conditions in one or more respects,
with measurement difiýulties ranging from slight to severe. In particular, adverse conditions are
found in aircraft gas turbine "ngines and helicopter transmissions.

4.2' Signal/Noise Rati3 Improvement

Adverse conditions result in a poor signal to noise ratio, since they may lead to:

(i) Low signal-caused by excessive attenuation in the transmission path. or low bea ng

load or speed,

(ii, High noise (i.e. unwanted interfering vibration) from sources in the machine other than

bearings.

U Unfortunately techniques such as synchronous time averaging, which are of great value in
"improving signallnoise in gear transmissions where meshing frequencies are an integral multiple
of shaft speeds, are not applicable to, bearings.

The most useful available technique is banlpass filtering which entails viewing the signal
through a frequency 'window'. The filter window is selected to encompass frequencies generated
by impulses ard to exclude other machine vibralion as far as possible. For maximum sighal/noise
ratio, the window should preferably be centred on one of the system resonances.(which will be

excited by impulses) or the resonance of the measuring transducer. The-latter method is evidently
• independ.nt of applicatior, and has been adopted in some commercial measuring systems.

4.3 Level Measurement-Time and Frequency Domains

"Because vibration generated by rolling elemert bearings is highly complex, simple measure-
• ' ment of total (rms) vibration level is userul foe monitoring bearings-only when measuring con-

"ditions are highly favourable. The extra discrimination of octave or 113 octave analysis does not
significantly enhance the effectiseness of level measurement.

.71



Standard narrowband sp,.ctrum analysis techniques, normally implemented on a Fourier

trarisfoim analyser, do not provide the clarification dhat might be expected. Most of the bearing
vibration energy occurs in a band of frequencies around the pulse excited resonances; these
frequencies depend on the structure or transducer and are not related to the bearing balI passing -

frequencies. Spectral lines at ball passing frequencies can be identified in some cases, but often

tend to be submerged in the general noise level. The small defects associated with early bearing

damage do not produce major changes in energy ýn any particular part of the spectrum, so spec-
trum analysis, except in favourable conditions, is only capable of detecting substantial bearing

damage.
If after bandpass filtering, which removes extraneous low frequency and noise signals, the

vibration signal is enveloped, high frequency structural or transducer resonances are removed,
but impule repetition frequencies remain. Frequency spectrum analysis of the enveloped signal
clearly reveals ball passing frequencies with the amplitude of these components a function of
the impulse energy. Trends in the amplitude of such components can reveal change or deterior-.
ation in the bearing, and the frequency value enables the origin of the signal to be attributed to

particular bearings.

4.4 Pulse Measurement

A direct indication of bearing condition implemented in a number of instruments, is obtained

by measuring the total energy of the impulse bursts, using a frequency window matched to the
pulse oscillations. In the shock pulse measurement system of SKF, the oscillations in each

pulse are enveloped and then integrated, the total area or energy is termed shock value. A peak
hold circuit indicates maximum shock value of a pulse train. The system also incorporates a
comparator with an adjustable thireshold setting for shock value, so that the rate of shocks
exceediag the present level can be determined--effectively giving a cumulative distribution of
shock values. This distribution ha's been found to give a better correlation with bearing condition

than maximum shock value [5].
Other methods used for measuring pulses determine average energy in a pulse train.

Background noise is excluded by measuring only the signal exceeding a certain threshold level,

which may be set either manually or automatically.

4.5 Pattern Recognition v. Level Measurement

All methods so far described essentially measure the amplittide of the vibration signal.
This applies irrespective of the prior processing used to enhance the significance of the signal,
and irrespective of whether it is measured in the time or frequency domain. Amplitude or level

measurement has two ýignificant limitations:

(i) Vibration level varies with sexeral independent parameters such As bearing load and

speed. For different records to be comparable they must be acquired under the same

operating conditions.

0i) Some vibration is always present, even with a. machine whose bearings are in new con-
dition, so deterioration or damage can only be determined by comparison of current
records with those tatn from a similar machine whose bearings are known to be
in good condition. 'Cenerally this is achieved by taking 'baseline' records when the
machine is virtually new, the'n observing trend's as successive records are taken during

the I~fe of the machine.

Pattern recognition M ethods, unlike level measurement. characterize intrinsic features of
the vibration signal which forms its own refererice. Generally, vibration patterns are relatively
independent of machine operating parameters, so reproducing identical test conditions for'com-
parison of records becomes less critical. In addition, the need for a baseline signature is obviated,
as the methods are inherently independent of signal level..

Experience has shown that while~pattern recognition methods are very sensitive to-change
and thus provide.early indication of damage, their major limitation, when'applied to bearing

"* "8° '



signatures, arises when damage is increasing. Under these circumstances, the pattern tends to
revert to that of the undamaged signal, albeit with much higher vibration levels. To cope with

this situation, pattern analysis may need to be complemented by level methods.

"4.6 Probability Distribution

The distinctive feature of vibration generated by damaged bearings is a periodic series of
impulse generated osciHation bursts, sometimes modulated because of load variation effects.
A random background vibration combines with the impulsive oscillations, tending to obscure

the impulsive pattern as signal/noise ratio deteriorates.

Direct measurement of pulse energy is satisfactory when signal/noise is adequate but with
a less favourable ratio more sensitive methods are required. Such methods include spectrum
analysis of the signal envelope, which determines pulse amplitude and periodicity, and analysis

Al of statistical properties (in particular those derived from the probability density distribution) of
the vibration signal.

Probability density p(x) of a time varying signal x(t) is defined such that the probability
of the signal value lying between x and x + dx is p(x)dx. Since the vibration of an undamaged
bearing consists of the combination of numbers of sepaiate independent effects, the central limit'
theorem indicates that its probability density will tend towards Gaussian. This theoretical

* prediction is confirmed in practice; Fig. 4.1(a) shows the probability density distribution of a
bearing in good condition, with a superimposed Gaussian curve. The same data is plotted-in
Fig. 4.1(b) with a logarithmic probability scale, and the Gaussian distribution appears as a
parabola.

Deterioration and damage in a bearing lead to changes in the probability density. Damped
impulsive oscillations in the time domain signal, of significant magnitude relative to the Gaussian
noise of the undamaged bearing, lead to greater occurrence of extreme signal levels manifested
by changes in the tails of the probability density distribution. The higher probability of extreme
vaiues is shown in Fig. 4.2(a) and more clearly in the logarithmic plot in Fig. 4.2(b).

Of the various statistical measures used to quantify the shape of probability density curves,,
one most easily measured is the crest factor-the ratio of peak value to standard deviation (rms).
For a periodic signal this provides an absolute definition; but for a signal with random com-
ponents peak value must be defined as the value exceeded at some defined relatively low
"probability level. (The existence of this pr;.3bability may not be apparent in analogue peak or
crest factor measurement, but it is implicit in the time decay constants of the measuring circuit).

Crest factor measurement provides a useful preliminary indication, but more sensitive
methods are availalble for use in adverse conditions, An approach which is simple but sensitive
utilizes the statistical moments Mn of the probability distribution p(x". The moment MA of
order n is defined as:

JM (xOr.p(x) x 14.1)

As defined the first moment is zeio and the second moment is familiar as the variance, s2 . Odd

moments provide a measure of the asymmetry or skewness of the distribution; even moments
measure its spread with the higher order moments responding to occurrence of extrtme values
"in the tails of the distribution. Th.- fourth moment M4 has been found to be sufficiently sensitive
without responding excessively to occasional measurement perturbations. This moment is
normalised relative to standard deviation; the ratio M4/M2

2 = M4/s
4 is called kurtosis, K.

The kurtosis of a sional with Gaussian probability distribution is 3; vibration measurements
on good bearings give kurtosis values close to 3. As bearing damage develops, with the generation

* *"of impulsive oscillation bursts (e.g. Fig. 3.2) kurtosis values rise, as shown in te corresponding
- probability density plots (Figs 4.1 and 4.2),<

9
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"5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

A number of bearing and gear rigs have been in use for some time for the purpose of
evaluating condition monitoring methods. Initially, kurtosis measurements were made on
angular contact bearings, which were being used in other tests for the evaluation of shock pulse
measurement [5]. After promising initial results, a program was initiated to test a number of
deep groove bearings to failure, with the aim of eva!uating kurtosis measurement and com-
paring its effectiveness as a condition monitoring technique for bearings with other methods
"such as shock pulse, rms acceleration and envelope spectrum measurement. In addition com-
parison of tra ,sducers with different resonances, including acoustic emission, would be made.

5.1 Bearing Test Rig

The rig comprises two bearing housings, one containing the 30 mm test bearing, the other
containing two angular contact bearings arranged in tandem which react the test load. Axial
"load is applied to the outer race of the test bearing by screwing a large nut into the housing,
thereby putting the shaft in compression with a balancing tension in a surrounding tube, which
"Is fitted with a strain gauge bridge for load measuremrnt.

Cooling is obtained by jet impingement of a synthetic oil, and power is supplied to the rig
S- by a Ward-Leonard set with a DC motor providing a variable speed drive.

A photograph of the rig is shown in Fig. 5.1, highlighting the principal features and the

location of various transducers.

5.2 Test Bearings

"Two types of ball bearings, of 30 mm bor-, were used:

(i) Angular contact bearing-ABEC 9 precision class (Barden 106Bx48).

(ii) Deep groove ball bearing (SKF 6006/C3).

The principal dimensions of both bearings are shown in Fig. 5.2. Tible 5.1 gives contact or
repetition frequencies for tde bearings at the test speed of 6000 rpm, calculated from the
formulae given in Table I.

TABLE 5.1

Ball Passing Frequencies

Frequency (Hz)

Component Angular Contact Deep Groove

Ba'l Passing-Outer Race 587 453

b all Passing-Inner Race 813 647

Ball Rolling 583 549

Based on shaft frequency 100 Hz (6000 rpm)

• ' 12.
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The inner and outer races of the bearings are bonded to steel sleeves, which are supported in
the housing and on the shaft at three contact points as shown in Fig. 5.3- Resonant frequencies
hame been calculated for the bearing components and the bearing/sleeve assembly (assuming

ideal bonding) for lower modes using formulae in [6], and are given in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2

Natural Frequencies (kHz) of Bearing Components

"No. of Angular contact Deep groove
7 Mode type diametral Alone With sleeve Alone With sleeve

nodes Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer

Race- 0 49-1I 32-1 40-6 27-8 48-7 32-3 40-3 27-9
In-plane 2 8-2 3.5 16-4 8-4 8-7 3-8 16-6 8.7
Flexure 3 23.1- 9-8 46-5 23.8 24-5 10-8 47-1 24-6

Race- 2 7-9 3-4 15.9 8-1 8.4 3-7 16.1 8-4
Transverse 3 22-7 9.7 45.7 23-4 24-1 10-6 46-3 24-2
Flexure -

Ball- 437-0 414-0

Ellipsoidal

5.3 Instrumentation

A diagram of the instrumentation arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.4. Not all equipment
illustrated was in use at the one time; in the preliminary tests. on the angular contact bearings,
a single accelerometer was used and its output, after signal conditioning and capture on the
digital waveform ecorder, was processed on the ARL DECsysteml0 site computer: In the
later tests on the dt.p groove bearings, additional accelerometers, including an acoustic emission
transducer, a shock pulse measuring system and an on-line kurtosis meterwere used. Much
"faster data processing was provided with the addition of a dedicated VTI03 microcomputer to
the system.

5.3.1 Kurtosis NMeasurement

Kurtosis was calculated as follows on the DECsysteml0 and VT103 computers using
S'ita records captured by the digital recorder. If a random sample of N points,

-V, ,aken from the time signal X(t) (uniform sample i-terva!s may be used provided
....... Veriod is unrelated to any periodicities in the signil) the formula for statistical moments

o. equation (4.1) becomes:

N

_ N(5.• ." Mn =~~i- N (I-,)15I)
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(a) (b)
Angular. contact (BARDEN) Deep groove (SKF)

Dimensions (mm)

(a) (b)
Bore di 30 30

*Outside diameter D 55 55
Pitch diameter dp42.5 42.5

Mean thickness t1  3.6 3.9

Inner and outer to 3.6 3.9
Width b,13 13

Ball diameter 7.1 .7.5

Contact angle 0 150

No. of balls N 14 1

FIG ,.2 BEARING DIMENSIONS



and so kurtosis is:

N

N (Xi -X)4

M 4  i=1
K (5.2)

(Ml2)2

-- ~(Xi_,f)

At high sample rates (i.e. when examining spectra of high frequency windows) the total sample
"time was less than one shaft revolution-sometimes only one or two impulse events-so con-
catenated records were averaged until acceptable convergence was obtained, using the formula:

L

L M4j

R j~l(5.3)

".- tj=- 1 (for records of equal length)

The Kurtosis meter (K-meter) implements this measurement process in one instrument,
Input signals are bandpass filtered and then digitized. The limits of each frequency window or

band (the same limits as those used on the bandpass filter prior to computer calculation of
"kurtosis) are given in Table 5.3. The K-meter incorporates a microprocessor which computes
kurtosis, rms acceleration and velocity. Output of the envelope of each band is provided for
external spectrum analysis, but the gain of the envelope circuit is variable and is not calibrated.

K-meter operation and readout is oriented toward the non-technical user: using kurtosis
and rms acceleration values, an algorithm in the micro-processor gives a one-shot diagnosis of
bearing condition-*Good', 'Early', 'Advanced' or 'High Damage'.

TABLE 5.3

Frequency Bands

Band No. Frequency Cut-off kHz

"I 2.5 5

2 5 10
3 10 20

4 20 40

"5 40 80

5.3.2 Transducers
A secondary objective formulated after the initial tests was to compare the effectiveness of

various transducers in detecting bearing damage; so in the main veries of tests four transducers
were used. measuring acceleration and acoustic emission. Characteristics of these transducers
are given in Table 5.4. Full characteristics were not, available for the transducer supplied with the

,* Shock Pulse Meter, but its nominal resonance frequency is known to be about 32 kHz.

16
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TABLE 5.4

Transducer Characteristics

Manufacturer Type Model Sensitivity Nominal Mounted

Resonance-kHz

Kistler Accelerometer 818 9- 85 mV/g 34
Bruel & Kjaer Accelerometer 4339 iI -0 pc/g 57
PCB Miniature 309A 5 mV/g 120

Accelerometer
Dunegan;'Endevco Acoustic D9203 -64dB re I V/hbar > 200

Enission
CML (K-meter) Accelerometer 100 mV/g 28

5.3.3 Other Instrumentation

Other instruments shown in Fig. 5.4, excepting the Shock Pulse Meter, are standard types
and need no detailed description. The principle of shock pulse measurement is outlined in
Section 4.4; a more detailed description of its implementation is given in 15].

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1 Angular Contact Bearing Tests

Several high precision angular contact ball bearings, as shown in Fig. 5.2. which had already
sustained varying degrees of damage, were available for kurtosis measurement. The results of
these tests are presented in Figures 6.1-6.4. which include plots of kurtosis in various frequency
"bands under different conditions of rotational speed and axial load, and for increasing degrees

"of damage.
One bearing was tested at a speed of 6000 rpm and a load of 4500 N. After 65 hours the

bearing had sustained spalling damage of the kind illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Such damage causes
U substantial impulsive action and these effects are well illustrated in the kurtosis trend plots

in Fig. 6.2.
A second bearing, which had already sustained spalling damage to the inner race, was tested

Uwider low load of 445 N and varying speed conditions. Measurements were also taken from
sound bearings located in the reaction housing and the results are shown in Fig. 6.3.. Testing
continued at 6000 rpm and increased load of 4500 N: these .results are shown in Fig. 6.4.

It can be seen that sound bearings produce kurtosis values closeto 3,. regardless of load and
speed, conditions. For damaged bearings, kurtosis varies with these conditiohs in a complex
manner, though in all' cases there is a definite indication of damage with kurtosis values signifi-
cantly greater than 3 in at least some of the frequency bands.

At low speeds impact energies are smaller (eqn 3.1), and impulse amplitudes may a!so he
- reduced because of imperfect ball/track contact at low loads. Together these effects may lead to

impulse levels being significantly reduced relative to background noise. so in the low frequency
bands kurtosis valies reveal no damage (Fig. 6.3). Continuing higher kurtosis values in the high
frequency bands, under the same conditions, are more dillicult to explain. Other impulse
generating mechanisms associated with propagating bearing dlamage. and having greater energy
"content in the high frequency hands, may be significant in this situation.

Figs 6.4
(a) and 6.4(b) show that, starting in the lower frequency bands and progressing to

the higher, the kurtosis of a severely damaged bearing tends to revert to the undamag-d value
of 3, albeit with a much higher general vibration level (not shown on these plots). This
characteristic has been widely observed (it is seen in many of the results later in this report)
and must be taker into account when kurtosis measurement is used for bearing condition

monitoring.,

* * ' 19



*(a) Inner race spallI size: .75 mm x.5 mm

(b) Outer race spall size: 2.5 x 2.0 mm

*FIG 6.1 DAMAGE TO BEARING AFTER 65 HOURS RUNTIME
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7 53 hours 7 63.5 hrs.

5 5

T
0

3 '~ 3

1 *I I, I III . I

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4,

Frequency band

64 hrs. 64.5 hrt.

S S we. 4-4

3 v 3

1 2 3 4 .1 2 3 4

Frequency band

FIG 6.2 KURTOSIS Vs. FREQUENCY BAND PLOTS FOR A'NEW BEARING AT TIME 4

0 HOURS UNTIL 65 HOURS, RUNNING-AT 4500 N LOAD AND 6000 RPM.
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500 rpm 2000 rpm
8 8

6 6

'4 40-- ~ - --

2 2
Key:

(1) Frequency band

1 2-5 kHz

""0 0 . 2 5-10kHz
1 2 4 1 2 3 4 3 10-20 kHz

Frequency band 4 = 20-50 kHz

(2) Bearings
rpm 5000 rpm ,o . o = sound

0-0 = 131.5 hours
2xl mm spall
inner race66 m'

(3) Axii' ,oad = 445N

4. 4

2 2

2 3 4 2 3 4

Frequency band

FIG 6.3 KURTOSIS (K) Vs. FREQUENCY BAND AT VARIOUS-SPEEDS FOR SOUND
AND DAMAGED BEARINGS.
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(c) Inner race of bearing at 131.75 Itours
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When damage consists only of a few discrete pits or spalls, the oscillations generated by one

impulse decay back to the background noise level before the next impulse generating defect is

encountered, and this impulsiveness is manifested by high kurtosis values of the signal. But with

severe damage, such as Fig. 6.4(c), there are multiple closely spaced impulse actions, and the

oscillations produced by one impulse do not have sufficient time to decay back to the noise level

before the next impulse is encountered. The total vibration signal consists of the cumulative

response to this impulse sequence, which liecause of the random nature of the impulses tends
towards a Gaussian probability distribution with kurtosis approaching 3. This effect is most

pronounced in the low frequency bands, because these signals have the longest decay times.

The existence of transducer and structural resonances affects results in certain frequency
bands. Impulse action will excite resonances both in the rig and in the transducer, and relatively
high vibration signals can be detected at structural and transducer resonances. Herein is the main

significance of these resonant frequencies; frequency bands or 'windows' centred on these values

should record reasonable signal levels for kurtosis measurement. For example, Fig. 6.2 suggests
the presence of a structural resonance in band 2 (5-10 kHz), since increased kurtosis values were

first detected in this band.
Values of natural frequency for the bearing components have been computed (Table 5.2),

but which frequency will be most readily excited depends on. a precise, almost microscopic

definition of the conditions of constraint and so cannot be predicted. A similar computation
was made for the bearing housing using a finite element model, revealing a number of possible

modes in the frequency range (Table 6.1), but again it is not possible to predict which modes

will be excited.

TABLE 6.1

Bearing Housing Assembly Natural Frequencies (kHz)
from Finite Element Model

Boundary Conditions-Base Restrained in Plane

Symmetric Mode Antisymmetric Mode

"7.3 7-2

11-5 13"0
"-148 14-8

-'"15.1 15.4

.15 7 18.1"-"19"8 20-8

20'5 21-5

22"4 23 - I

To resolve this uncertainty, experimental measurements were made of the impact response
of the bearing/housing system. 'Two different types of transducer were used, enabling structural

and transducer resonaices to be distinguished. Results are shown in Fig. 6.5. and a major
structural resonance at 8.5 kHz is evident, corresponding to the relatively simple bearing race
"mode with 2 diametral nodes (Table 5.2). Other structural resonances seen in these response
curves could also be useful in selecting frequency windows ror vibration measurement.

S.4

"6.2 Deep Groove Ball Bearing Tests

Four standard commercial quality deep groove ball bearings, as shown in Fig. 5.2. were

available fqr testing. At first only shock pulse measurement and kurtosis estimation by computer

were available, but the' K-meter became available early in the tes. series, thus providing an extra

42
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transducer with alternative kurtosis and level estimation, and a signal envelope output for spec-

trum analysis. Since the envelope output has a variable gain, no significance could be attached
to the absolute level of spectral lines, but late in the test program, a locally developed circuit
was obtained, giving a calibrated envelope output for spectrum analysis.

Kurtosis, g rms levels, shock pulse distributions and envelope spectra for these bearings
(designated A, B, C, D) are plotted in Appendices A, B, C, D and E. A description of bearing

condition at times of inspection is given in Appendix G, with accompanying photographs.

The four bearings, which were operated at the same speed and load (6000 rpm and 6600 N),
had widely different lives. Life to the first indication of damage varied from 1 *4 to 136 hours,

and to the conclusion of testing from 2 -5 to 152 hours. However, damage patterns during the
tests were similar. for all bearings. The following discussion is primarily centrted on the results.

from bearing C, since this bearing was fitted with the greatest range of transducers and
measuiring systems. Generally, results for the one bearing are typical of all, but comparisons
with other be.irings are made where appropriate.

6.2.1 Kurtosis and Level Trends

Changes in kurtosis values as bearings deteriorated in operation foflowed a fairly typical
pattern. First damage indications were increasing kurtosis in low frequency bands, with pro-

gressive damage leading to a fairly steady plateau with high kurtosis values in all bands, and
* finally, kurtosis values reducing, especially in the low bands, with extensive damage. This pattern

is illustrated'by bearing C where kurtosis values greater than 3 were first. observed at about
I1I hours with the Kistler transducer (Fig. A.7) and the K-meter (Fig. A.8) and with tile PCB
transducer (Fig. A.9) when first fitted at 12 hours. Physical inspection of the bearing at this time
revealed a spall about I x 3 mm in the inner race. With further testing, kurtosis values remained
high, but after 17 -7 hours they tendcd to reduce to undamaged values, primarily ýin the lower
frequency bands. Inspections at 15 hours revealed that the inner race spall had grown to about
2 x 3 -5 mM~. with 'bruise' marks (due to crushing of re-entrained wear particles) all round the
outer 'race. At 18 -5 hours, there were two large spall areas, 8 mm and I I mm long separated
by about 2 mm on the inner face, with severe bruising over the remainder of the inner and outer
races. The test wvas concluded at 20 hours with about 180' of the inner race completely failed,
two more spalls beginning on the remaining section of the race, severe bruising and one spall
on the outer race. a&nd spalling and pi, ..g apparent on the balls (Figs G.5-G.9).

Simultaneous measurements of total (rms) vibration showed levels increasing slowly in
the early damage phase, and much more'rapidly as bearing' damage became severe (Figs 8.7,
8.8, 8.9). The first noticeabec increase in level with bearing C occurred after 14 hours (Fig. 8.8),
some 3 hours after the first registered change in kurtosis.

6.2.2 Shock Pulse Distributions

Shock pulse distribution curves revealed a definite and consistert change with early damage
(Fig. D.3-bearing C at I I -5 hours) and progressive changes with increasing and, severe damage.

6.2.3 Envelope Specra

Envelope spectra of deteriorating bearings followed a pattern sirnilar to kurtosis. Spectra
of undamaged beariigs revealed random spectral distributions with no identifiable frequency
peaks. Once early damage occurred, the spectra changed markedly and the various characteristic
ball passing frequencies became apparent. With progressive damage, amplitudes at these
frequencies increased relative to background noiw,. When the damage became severe, the thres-
hold noise increased but unlike kurtosis, which at this stage tended to revert to undamaged valuies,
spectral lines at the characteristic frequencies were u.ill clearly evident. albeit at reduced magni-
tudes. Fig. E.2 clearly iiistrates the pattern of rise and f'ail in relative magnitudes of spectral
lines at ball, passing frequencies, While Figs E-3-.E.5 show a similar pattern for abs~lute
magnitudes when the locally made circuit was used ont bearing P
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Nearly all spectra show contact frequencies for outer or inner races (ref. Table 5.1). In

addition, a series of other frequencies separated by shaft frequency (100 Hz) intervals are evident,

especially when damage becomes extensive. This indicates strong shaft frequency modulation

of the signal, possibly due to eccentric shaft rotation as extensive damage has been found to loosen

the bearu'g.
The last spectrum with bearing B severely damaged (105 hours-Fig. E.l(c)) reveals some

"anomalies. The outer race frequency component evident in Figs E. I(b) and E. 1 (c), has disappeared

and a strong frequency component at 530 Hz has appeared. Although this frequency very nearly

"corresponds to the ball rolling frequency, examination of the bearing at the conclusion of the

test revealed little or no damage to the balls. This tends to exclude the ball rolling frequency

as the source of the 530 Hz component and a satisfactory explanation for its appearance and the

disappearance of the outer race component requires further investigation.

6.2.4 Time Domain Signals

Figs F.I-F.4 show time traces of signals from bearing C at I and 14-5 hours runtime, in

various frequency bands. Differences between the undamaged and damaged states are evident,
with structural, accelerometer and event frequencies apparent in :he latter state. One feature is
the larger number of oscillations following each impulse in the 5-10'kHz and 20-40 kHz bands

(where there are major structural and accelerometer resonances) compared with the number

in the 2-5 kHz and 10-20 kHz bands.

6.2.5 Comparison, of Accelerometers

Comparison of kurtosis and rms values from the four different accelerometers used did not

reveal major differences. Any effects which may be due to the different resonance frequencies
*" of these transducers are largely submerged in the structural resonances of the test rig and inherent
* scatter of measurement. All are adequately effective in detecting early damage provided the pattern

over all bands is used. Envelope spectra are also very little effected by the particular accelerometer

and frequency band %Nhich is used.

6.2.6 Acoustic Emission

Unlike the accelerometers, the acoustic emission transducer produced some significantly
different results. Differences %ere not noted with the first bearings teste4 (A and B) despite

periodical sampling of all signals; sampling intervals were not appropriate and shock pulse

measurement was relied .on for the earliest indication of damage. Results for bearings C and D
show that the acoustic transducer produced increased kurtosis values significantly before any

. indication from the accelerometers.

" On hearing C the acoustic transducer indicated higher kurtosis at about 5 hours operating

time, some 6 hours before the first indications from other sensors (Fig. C.3 cf. Fig. A.8).
Subsequ'ently bearing D was observed very carefully. Unfortunately it failed very quickly but

even so acoustic indications at 0-5 hours preceded K-meter indications by over 0.5 hours (Fig.
C.4 cf. Fig. A.IO0).

'.Another feature of the acoustic signals is the reduction of kurtosis values below Gaussian
levels '(to about 1 8) in conditions of severe damage. This effect occurred with all bearings, but
only when.general signal levels %ere %ery high. Although the equipment appeared to be operating
within. nominal limits, it is suspected that the transducer and measuring system may not be
linear under extreme conditions.

7. CONCLUSIONS
, Vibration analysis methods which utilize high frequency impulsively excited signals provide

an effecti%.e means of detecting early damage in rolling element bearings. Such methods have an
inherent discriminatory capability since in many machines rolling bearings are the only com-
"pbrnents producing impulses which excite the high frequency resonances.
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In a series of tests investigating alternative signal processing inethods-kurtosis, spectral

analysis of the enveloped signal and shock pulse distribution-all were fPund to produce clear

indications of early or moderate damage. With damage increasing to severe, kurtosis values

tended to revert to undamaged levels, envelope spectra became more random and difficult to

interpret and shock pulse distribution curves showed a progressive, though gradual change.

": Total vibration levels, which did not respond significantly to early damage, increased substan-

"- tially with severe damage and so usefully complemented the other measurements.

Comparison of a number of accelerometers having different resonance frequencies indicated

"no significant difference in effectiveness in detecting bearing damage. However, an acoustic

emission transducer provided indications of damage sooner than the accelerometers. In the

early stages of. failure fatigue cracks develop in the region of greatest Hertzian stress just below
the surface and subsequent propagation of these cracks generates acoustic emission signals.

It is most likely that the acoustic emission transducer detected these signals prior to the develop-
ment of surface pits or spalls which produce the characteristic impulsive vibrations capable of
being detected by accelerometers. It should be realised that this promising result was obtained

on a simple bearing rig with a reasonably direct transmission path from bearing to transducer,

and further inv:stigation is required to establish the effectiveness of acoustic emission neasure-

ment in practical situations where the transmission path is less direct. Once such procedures are

* "established it may be possible to use acoustic emission methods to locate the precise source of

bearing failure when this cannot be achieved by other means.

The bearing rig used in the series of tests provided favourable measurement conditions,

* and though all monitoring methods investigated utilize the discriminatory capacity of high fre-

quency signals, there are differences in selectivity which become more -.nportant when endeavour-

ing to monitor in the adverse conditions frequently encountered in practice.

Showk pulse measurement is less discriminating as it measures the area of the impulse peaks,

comparing the distribution of energies with a baseline distribution from a similar bearing in good
condition. Kurtosis calculation, by using. the fourth power of amplitude, emphasizes the 'peaki-

ness' characteristic of the signal pattern, and requires no baseline since bearings in good con-

dition generate a Gaussian signal which forms a standard reference.

Spectra of the signal envelope make the greatest use of the characteristics of -the signal

pattern. The amplitude of characteristic spectral lines is significant, and in addition a clear

distinction is seen between the discrete lines produced by damaged bearings and the relatively

"random spectra of sound bearings. The significance of individual spectral lines is examined

elsewhere (7], but regardless of the details of the pattern, the emergence of discrete lines provides
the clearest confirmation of bearing damage, so that this method is arguably the most effective

and vcrsatile of all methods investigated in this paper.
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APPENDIX A

Kurtoais Trend Plots

Kurtosis trends: bearings A-D with

"(1) Kistler accelerometer

(2) Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer

(3) PCB accelerometer

(4) K-meter

KEY: Frequency bands:

I . . 2-5 kHz*'

2.. . 5-10kHz

3 . . . 10-20kHz

4 . . . 20-40kHz

5 . . . 40-80kHz

S2.5-5-0 kHz for K-meter.
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Runtime Frequency band (kHz)
(hrs.) 2-5 5-10 10-20* 20-40 40-80 80-110 110 H.P.

0.1 3.02 3.03 2.98 3.31 3.0 3.19 3.2
1.5 4.28 3.67 3.86 6.01 -6.22 9.13 15.0

FIG A.11
KURTOSIS -- BEARING D
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APPENDIX B

RMS Acceleration Trend Plots
r

g rms trends: bearings A-D with

(1) Kistler accelerometer

(2) Bruel & Kjaer accelerometer

ft (3) PCB accelerometer

(4) K-meter

KEYY: (Same as Appendix A)
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APPENDIX C

Acoustic Emission Trend Plots
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APPENDIX D

Shock Pulse Distribution Curves

Shock value determined as in paragraph 4.4.
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APPENDIX E

Envelope Spectra

Enrelope Spectra using

(1) ARL developed circuit

(2) K-meter
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APPENDIX F

Time D~omain Signals

Tithe Domain signals of undamaged and damaged (single spall) bearings using Kistler

accelerometer.
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APPENDIX G,

Progressive Damage Details

Progressive damage details and photographs of deep groove ball bearings.



Runtime Progressive Damage Details Photographs

(hrs) (Figures)

(Divisions cm)

Bearing A,
151 'Inner Race: spall, I x 3mm

Outer Race: slight pitting and reentrainment.

152-25 End Test
Inner Race: 80'-90' failure Fig. G.A

Outer Race: 360' reentrainment/pitting

Bearing B
102 Inner Race: slight bruising

Outer Race: spall, 2 x 2 mm

105 End Test
"Inner Race: 1200 failure Fig. G.3

"spall, 4 x 3 mm Fig. G.4
2 spalls, 10 x 3 mm

Outer Race: spall, 4 x 3 mm Fig. G.2
reentrainment, 360'

Bearing C
S11 Inner Race: spall, I x 3 mm

Outer Race: slight bruising
15 Inner Race: spall, 2 x 3.5mm

slight bruising
Outer Race: bruising/reentrainment 360'

18.5 Inner Race: spall, 8 x 3 mm

spall, II x 3 mm (separated by 2 mm)
severe bruising over remainder

Outer Race: severe bruising, 360*

20 End Test
"Inner Race: 1800 failure Figs G.5, G.6, G.7

initiation of 2 spalls Fig. G.8

severe bruising overall
Outer Race: initiation of one spall

bruising/pitting. worsened
Balls: 6ach ball is damaged with spalls and pitting Fig. G.9

Bearing D
1.5 Inner Race: spall, 2 x I mm

slight bruising

2"5 End Test

Inner Race: spall, 15 x 3 mm Fig. G.IO
spall, 5 x 3 mm (5 mm separation)

" Outer Race: bruising 3600
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